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A B S T R A C T
The article sets out to expose futurist Pentti Malaska (1934–2012) as a social thinker.2 His
theory on social evolution where societies have developed from agricultural to industrial,
and the currently emerging post-industrial service society, is explained. His idea of
threefold society is discussed where each sector (culture, social life, economic life) is
understood as domains of distinct principles. We also take a deep look into his list of key
societal challenges. We end up by reﬂecting on Malaska’s idea of future consciousness, in
other words, our chance to penetrate into the future with our thinking.
 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC
BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/).1. Introduction
In an attempt to unravel and understand the futures thinking of Pentti Malaska, the ﬁrst premise we must make is that
Malaska was an engineer by training who saw and approached the current state of humankind as a collision between
humans and nature. That collision, he said, laid bare the depth and the core of our ignorance: our inability to think
systemically.
I am writing this in Italy, the country that gave us Aurelio Peccei, global thinker and industrialist who had that rare
capacity of systemic thinking and who, as early as the 1960s, arrived at the inevitable conclusion: humankind’s footprint on
the globe is so large by now that something has to be done so that we can take the cultural evolution to the next stage, to the
conscious human being (Peccei, 1981). It was this recognition that led to the idea of the Club of Rome, which in 1972 was to
publish the report of all reports: the report where the greatest minds of MIT introduced the dynamic model of the world for
the ﬁrst time. It was this model that paved the way for a deeper, systemic understanding of humankind’s intervention in the
ecosphere (Meadows & Randers, 1972).
Even before this report came out, Pentti Malaska had studied the thinking of the members of the Club of Rome, which he
found to be closely in line with his own. He soon published his own articles on the themes raised by the Club of Rome,
discussing the essence of technology and the major issues of our time (Malaska, 1971). These ideas had been brewing in his
mind for some time. He had been appointed Professor of Statistics and Mathematics at Turku School of Economics in the
1960s, and under his leadership statistical mathematics transformed from a somewhat boring subject into an inspiring
perspective on the development of humankind. With broad sweeps of his brush, he combined different subjects and* Tel.: +358 505929121.
E-mail address: markku.wilenius@utu.ﬁ
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2 Professor Pentti Malaska was the founder of Finland Futures Research Centre at Turku School of Economics, where he served as professor between 1966
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knowledge kept driving him forward, towards a better understanding of how different trends in development were
connected and interrelated. Technology, nature, economy, culture and so on: in order to understand the bigger picture it was
necessary to delve deep into the ocean of knowledge. In this search, every discipline and every ﬁeld of knowledge formed the
focus of research and provided material for it.
2. Malaska’s road to becoming a futurist
Malaska’s role in the Finnish academic societal scene was highly exceptional. He became actively involved in futures
studies at a time when there was barely such a discipline. He started to write and teach actively about futures studies from
the early 1970s onwards. He joined Club of Rome in 1972 and this circle of curious global citizens became his spiritual home
for decades to come. Through the Club of Rome he was able to connect with people from all around the world with similar
interests in exploring the future of humankind. The cornerstones of Club of Rome thinking, long-term, systemic and
comprehensive, where all attributes he could easily relate to.
Malaska was also very keen on working to create futures studies as an academic, scholarly discipline. This led to the
founding of Finnish Society for Futures Studies in 1980 and he became the ﬁrst chairman of that society. Later in the 1980s he
started to work on the idea of establishing a futures research institute. A committee was founded at the government level and
eventually the Finland Futures Research Centre was established 1992 with the help of some his best students, particularly
Mika Mannermaa, attached to his own university, Turku School of Business. He became – naturally – the director of this
newly established institute.
Pentti Malaska’s aim was to make societal development and transformation more understandable through the looking
glasses futures studies could offer. He was a very active discussant in society and searched to ﬁnd a long-term perspective in
the political arena that is more bound to short-term interest. In the research ﬁeld, he established some major research
projects to lay the foundations for futures studies as an academic discipline. He was quickly able to collect the critical mass of
people together that started to work with him. The FUTU project, in particular, which produced six doctoral dissertations,
was a great opening. He also started to lay the foundations for the dissemination of futures studies by founding the Finland
Futures Academy, which has provided courses for futures studies nationally and internationally.
This all meant that Finland has become one of the key centres of academic futures studies. There were also other
institutions created that helped to build the basis for futures thinking: in Finland’s parliament, a committee for the future
was established in 1993 and to my knowledge it is still the only parliamentary committee for the future ever established.
Also, with the help of Malaska, a Finnish chapter of the Club of Rome was formed to support discussion about the long-term
development.
Malaska also very actively debated in the media. Special attention was given to the issue of using nuclear power as a
source of energy. He was professionally very familiar with the topic as he had written his doctoral thesis about energy
production and had been appointed at the time as researcher to Finnish Atomic Energy Commission in his early research
career. He had come to the conclusion that the risks associated with that type of energy production, distribution and waste
management were simply too overwhelming. He was often beaten by the public media and undermined by the nuclear
protagonists but in any kind of direct discussion he always came out on top because he really followed the latest
developments in terms of risk management and hazards as well as technical progress around that ﬁeld (Malaska, Kantola, &
Kasanen, 1989). His ﬁnal argument was always that it is immoral to create risks that are left for future generations to solve.
From the time he joined the Club of Rome, he started to act all the more internationally in the ﬁelds of futures thinking and
studies. This culminated in him being elected as secretary general (in 1990) and later chairman (1993) of the World Futures
Studies Federation. The WFSF conference organised in Turku in 1993 is said to be among the best organised conferences of
the WFSF. In Finnish terms, Malaska was probably one of the most international Finnish intellectuals of his time.
When Malaska retired in 1997, he continued to be active in all his ﬁelds of interest up until the latest stages of his illness.
In his lifetime, he published well over 200 journal articles and a solid bunch of monographs. The interviews and magazine
articles are almost too numerous to count. He was a very Socratian person in that he was very much at home when teaching
and helping people to move away from their usual thinking by challenging conventional wisdom. In a way, Malaska
continued the ancient tradition of oral teachers. I still remember very well my ﬁrst encounter with him as a young researcher.
I went to an interview for my project and I was so impressed about the kind of world he was opening up before my eyes that I
decided there and then to learn more about futures studies, which later became my ﬁeld.
3. Malaska and dynamic development of societies
For Malaska the central topic was always society. How can you analyse evolution and change? How can you steer
collective consciousness towards understanding systemic disruptions? Everything else is secondary because humans are
unique in their ability to create meanings. Here, Malaska often referred to the thinking and writings of two Finnish
philosophers, Georg Henrik von Wright and Reijo Wilenius, both of whom had ﬁrm views on the points of culmination in
human development and human dignity, which were important values to Malaska (von Wright, 2004; Wilenius, 1978).
By the 1980s, the contours of Malaska’s social thinking were showing up with increasing clarity. There were two
outstanding elements in his thinking: on the one hand his view on the evolution of social development, and on the other
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link with Tofﬂerian thinking is clear to be seen, the source of inspiration in the latter is quite clearly Rudolf Steiner’s social
thinking.3
At the same time, though, it is important to add that Malaska’s thinking cannot be reduced to any one person’s thinking.
His mind was at once a melting pot of all sorts of views and notions and a generator of new ideas: the most distinctive
features of his social thinking are indeed his own original thoughts. The originality of Pentti Malaska lies speciﬁcally in the
way he combined different strands of thinking and different trends into new, broader conceptions and understanding.
In 1983, Malaska came out with his powerful vision of the future in his ‘Framework for the Politics of the Future’, which I
believe was ﬁrst time his notion about how societies evolve from basic needs through extensive and intensive growth into a
society of tangible needs, only to be transformed again into a society of intangible needs, was ever published. Most of what he
says here, more than 30 years ago, is still bafﬂingly valid. Here is Malaska:3 See
4 In fThe industrial society lives in the midst of transformation, whose prima causa is its own accomplished development
and particularly the expansion of its economic activities since World War Two. The quantitative growth has changed
those that have been subject to growth –economies and their interaction – to the extent that the further growth has
become ever more difﬁcult to achieve in the accustomed ways, ﬁelds and regions of activity. Moreover, there is no
longer such a strong belief, as there was earlier, in the ever-increasing expansion, even when there seems to be no
limits to it. (Malaska, 1983)In this work, Malaska envisioned that this transformation period will last for a number of decades 4and there are
increasingly new ways how this transformation expresses itself. However, he warns of all kinds of determinism. It is up to us
how long we are stuck with this old world of tangible needs:There are two ways to react to the changes in our environment. One is to understand development in new ways and
change own behaviour respectively; the other is to give up the strive for change. . .my idea of society of based on
interactive needs is not a prediction, since it is actually up to people how they run society. However, it is possible and
desirable. . .Before we go deeper into dealing with Malaska’s view on societal development, it might be appropriate to delve into
Malaska’s idea of what the origins of futures thinking is all about, since it is fundamental to his idea of progress. Let him speak:Future awareness can be traced back even more than two million years to the non-human ancestors of our species,
who invented tool manufacturing, i.e. technology. The future, as a special kind of evolutionary inclination towards
reality, led to the co-evolution of the brains and technology in the very early days. Since then, awareness of the future
has been one of three constitutional entities of human reality, and involved in everyday thinking and life experience as
well as the past and present. . .futurology is nothing else but reﬁnement of everyday futures thinking. Humans have
been interested in reﬁning since the dawn of cultures in forms of religions, magic, art and science. (Malaska, 1999a)For Pentti, futures thinking is what makes a human being a human being. But he realised as he went further with his
mental exploration that deconstructing the modern idea of progress is essential if we want to get out of the current cul-de-
sac of humanity. This was of course his way of dealing with topics that were close to Club of Rome thinking. Let him explain:With a successful response to the ethos of modern progress, Western industrial societies attained dominance over the
world and progress in general. . .many modern philosophers and critical scientists argue today that the development
of modernity has either gone astray, or halted, and has led to unprecedented threats and problems, which are in
contradiction with the very aims of the idea of progress.He went on to foresee that in order to get to grips with immense problems modernity has brought us, we need to see that
‘. . .the very idea of progress is to be based on an ethical choice before anything else.’ (Malaska, 1999a).
For Malaska, progress meant positive development based ultimately on the mental and spiritual growth of human beings.
Collectively, he pressed that the next societal phase needs to be the one in which interaction between human beings take on
a much more prominent role. This means, among other things, family-like formations, which are not based solely on blood
ties but much larger entities. This would be a platform for all kinds of creative work among citizens, a feature Pentti saw as
being a quintessential prerequisite for true social development (Malaska, 1999a).
4. Key points of social development
The ﬁgure below provides a nutshell view of Malaska’s thinking about the development of social evolution (Fig. 1):
The process of social evolution, in Malaska’s vision, starts from the germ of agrarian society, which through intensive and
extensive stages unfolds into industrial society, which then evolves through similar stages into a service-dominated society.
We are currently in the interim stage of this last transition, which Malaska used to describe the information society. the idea of ‘‘threefolding’’: http://www.threefolding.org/, (accessed 1.10.13).
act, later on he postulated that this transformation period lasted up to 2020.
Fig. 1. Malaska on social evolution.
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mainly non-renewable materials serve as the raw material for industrial society (Kuosa, 2005; Malaska, 1999b).
At the core of this thinking of social development is Malaska’s view of its underlying logic. There are three key aspects to
this logic:1) The accumulation of development in a manner where the previous stage of development diffuses into the next.
2) The dynamics of development, where extensive and intensive stages alternate at the same time as regenerative growth
forces development into a speciﬁc direction.
3) The cyclical structure of development, where the recurring model provides the formal framework for development.
Let us consider these three aspects in some more detail:
Malaska was keen to emphasise that the shift from agrarian to industrial society did not imply the disappearance of
agriculture, but instead the industrialisation of agriculture. It is easy for us now to see how this happened: the average size of
farms and the minimum viable farm size continue to grow. The analogy of the realm of business where it is difﬁcult to
maintain proﬁtability without growth is not at all far-fetched. Of course the importance of agriculture to GDP and
employment has declined dramatically during the growth of industrial society. At the same time, it is probably fair to say that
information and technology have gained an increased role there, as indeed they have in society and the economy more
generally.
For Malaska, all development took place in two phases: through the extensive and intensive phases. For a society of
tangible needs – the agricultural society – this was a long period – in fact thousands of years – where, according to Malaska:The basic challenge for the economies of those societies was how to accomplish the production that was needed and
how resources – areas under cultivation and livestock – could match the growing needs. To as many as possible, as
much as possible, as quickly as possible – food, clothes, shelter – that was the key challenge for development. The
solution was, of course: more land to cultivate, more livestock, more forest for production. For a major part of society,
this mode of development is still very much valid, while for the developed part of the world this is clearly not enough.
(Malaska, 1983)In order to make shift from one mode of society to another, a phase for intensive growth was needed. Let us show how
Malaska phrased it:The politics of intensive growth aims at how to produce more from less: in other words, how we get much more and
better quality output with same resources. In a society of basic needs, intensive growth happened through machinery,
chemicals and the breeding of plants and animals. It meant, practically, that growth was not about expanding the
hectares of growing ﬁelds but that ﬁelds and livestock were much more productive. Alongside this development, the
distribution of work and results also changed. A number of new social classes are being born: those who are
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things. This last class is ﬁrst hidden with other classes but rises to the fore in the face of intensive growth. (Malaska,
1983)This paves the way to understanding the next stage that is now upon us: the advanced stage of industrial society contains
the seeds for Malaska’s vision of a post-industrial service society. Just as agrarian society was profoundly transformed by
industrialisation, which drove labour productivity to a completely new level, so service society, as described in Malaska’s
model, is the next compulsory stage of development, in that it dramatically increases the value of traditional industrial
production. Ultimately, then, this unfolding process is about value generation (Pajarinen, Rouvinen, & Yla¨-Anttila, 2013).
The arrival of the service society does not then mean the disappearance of manufacturing and other industrial production.
Rather, that production will increasingly come to resemble services. This is already evident in many advanced production
companies today, where services account for an increasing share of their core business. A case in point is the most successful
Finnish industrial company of our time, Kone Oy, where services currently account for half of the group’s turnover
(Venkatraman, 2010).
Whereas the transformation of agrarian society into industrial society meant that agriculture was industrialised by
fertilisers, the transformation of industrial society into service society will need to be powered by data and information.
Consider today’s most successful businesses, such as Google, Facebook, gaming companies, Airbnb, and other companies
expanding into traditional ﬁelds. All of these companies are in the business of developing and concerting data into digital
format, which means tailoring, advanced service concepts and networked modes of operation. All of this comes under what
Malaska described with the epithet ‘service society’.
This saturation tendency in industrial society is driving the growth of a new kind of society. We are currently in the early
intensive stage of a new social system, whose ﬁrst fruits are just beginning to ripen. Intensiveness, in Malaska’s model,
means intensive dynamics and rapid changes – which is precisely what we are witnessing at the moment (Casti, 2012).
The intensive stage is followed by an extensive period. During this period, innovation slows down, although at the same
time technologies and social practices are slowly but surely continuing to evolve. Our industrial society, in its current stage of
saturation, looks very different from the industrial society that initially evolved to drive a new era of development. And now
that we are heading towards a new kind of service society, it is again fair to say that what we now understand as a service is
very different from what we will be seeing towards the end of this period.
Already forty years ago, Malaska envisioned the kind of society we are now about to enter: the society of intangible needs.
Let him explain:Industry is by far the most effective means for the production of tangible products. It will also be like that in the future.
However, what changes is the mechanical systems thinking that is converted to include human interaction. This is
because human interaction and communication cannot be accomplished industrially and with tangibles only. And
that is where we have the biggest gap in our advanced societies based on tangible needs. This gap cannot only be ﬁlled
with information technology; what we need is learning through interaction and through ‘producing and consuming’
this interaction. (Malaska, 1983)The shift to service production is a transformation that will profoundly impact the development of society and the
economy in particular. Industry will of course survive and continue – we will still need concrete, physical objects – but it will
become tied in with ever more elaborate and advanced service concepts. Services need not be something that can be
physically measured: often the most signiﬁcant component of a service is the experience gained by the consumer.
Let me give a personal example: during the past year my research has taken me to California for several longer spells.
While I’m there, I rarely use hotel services any more. Instead, I buy my accommodation from a company called Air Bnb, which
provides a platform for (mostly) private individuals to rent rooms. This means that instead of an impersonal hotel room, I get
to stay in someone’s home. The local provider makes the accommodation available, AirBnb gets its commission and I get not
just a comfortable room, but also a sense of what it is like to live like locals do. In most cases I also get to know the local
people.
The key lies in the new communications channels provided by the broker and the huge ‘Big Data’ databank that makes the
exchange of information possible and that stores all communication through the system on a customer interface. This makes
for simple and fast communication and transfer of money. People who are looking for a service have access to vast amounts
of information and other users’ experiences that they can consult to support their own decision-making. In this process the
customer becomes an entrepreneur who moves around the marketplace much more independently, rather than just
passively booking a hotel room. The service has absolute dominance in the commodity, and the service itself is highly varied
and diverse, comprising both products, experiences and information.
As in earlier points of rupture and transition in society, technology again has the role of facilitating new social practices
and models. As far as I am aware Pentti Malaska never elaborated to completion his idea of the future service society. I was
convinced in the countless discussions I had with him (as said, Malaska was above all a Socratic type of person who thrived
on social interaction) that his ideas of the growing signiﬁcance of services in society were grounded in his all-inclusive notion
of humans and his perspective on human and social development that was dictated by this premise.
Everything stemmed from needs, which had a pivotal role in Malaska’s frame of social development. The most important
function of agrarian society was to secure people’s basic needs: to make sure they had a roof over their head and food on the
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division of labour, needs became increasingly diversiﬁed. From self-sufﬁciency, the next step was to have exchange in the
marketplace. People’s needs were still predominantly material in nature, there were just far more of them with the
continuing advances in technological development, increasing wealth and the consequent growth of the middle classes.
In Malaska’s model, people’s needs in the emerging service society are increasingly immaterial in nature. This is
consistent with Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, which says that needs at each higher level have more and more to do with self-
appreciation, self-realisation and interaction. The World Value Survey, in which sociologist Ronald Inglehart and colleagues
have been monitoring the development of values around the world for several decades, likewise suggests a post-materialist
trend in values (World Values Survey, 2013).
For him, the question of the development of needs ultimately implied a kind of revolution of consciousness. Much more
than in blind market forces, Malaska believed in people’s internal development. That development was supported by the
reﬁnement and dissipation of knowledge in ever new ways. On the other hand, he also thought there were many external
threats. One particularly noteworthy threat was the degeneration of the market economy into capitalism. He saw this as a
problem whereby the broader interest of society is reduced to a battleﬁeld of private capital. In this context he often used the
example of previously socialist countries, which seemed to have become more capitalistic rather than market economies,
adhering to the rules of democracy. But there were plenty of examples closer to home as well: local signs of the power of
capitalism were provided, for instance, by various technobubbles.
In any event the revolution of consciousness leads directly to the phenomenal growth of interaction needs. And it is of
course this that has powered the global growth and diffusion of digital technology, for which there has been a strong human
and therefore social demand.
5. Threefold model of society
In the late 1980s, Malaska contributed to an ambitious Club of Rome project that aimed at setting out a future vision for
African development. Throughout the 1980s, the image of Africa had been predominantly negative: the message that came
across was one of extreme poverty and never-ending famines. In 1984, the founder of Club of Rome Aurelio Peccei died and
left the Club drifting. However, with the help of Malaska and some prominent African scholars, particularly Dr Aklilu Lemma,
who was known to have discovered the parasitic disease bilharzia, they started the ‘Africa Beyond Famine’ project. This
project was to become a major show of power for the Club of Rome, but also for Malaska. That is, he had already started work
on his threefold model of society earlier in the 1980s, and now he realised that the traditional model of African society
provided just the right basis for his classiﬁcation (Malaska, 1989).
It was very typical for Malaska that he took a long time to develop his ideas. There are signs that Malaska had formulated
the framework around the threefold society already in the 1970s with the help of Reijo Wilenius and Rudolf Steiner. The
latter was a known Austrian philosopher, educator and mystic, who among other things initiated Steiner schools (known
also as Waldorf schools) in the early decades of the 20th century. However, with the above-mentioned Club of Rome Africa
project, Malaska took a sharp look at the foundation of his societal thinking and started to develop the concept with a
rigorous touch. The question of the threefold societal structure could be formulated as follows: on which premises can
society become truly sustainable? (Fig. 2).Fig. 2. The threefold society.
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There is the cultural sector, which draws on the principle of freedom and which produces ideas, values, art and science for
society; the political and social sector, which is based on the principle of equality and the role of which is to maintain the rule
of law; and the economic sector, which is based on the principle of solidarity and whose role it is to establish the material
framework for society and to create prosperity.
If this scheme is compared to the current model of welfare society, it is immediately clear that the practices and principles
in the socio-political and cultural sectors are closely aligned with present-day thinking, whereas the principle of solidarity in
the economic sector sounds very alien indeed in today’s world. On this point, Pentti Malaska often observed that it was for
this very reason that the biggest problems of our time have to do precisely with the economy. That is, the overarching
economic principle of today is competition rather than solidarity. Having said that, there are more and more examples of
companies with the best records of alliance now emerging victoriously in today’s economy, too (Schiller & Akerlo¨f, 2009).
Malaska was convinced that the overly prominent role of the economy in society will eventually recede, provided that
this development leads in a favourable direction. In a service society the role of learning, creativity, science and art is more
pronounced, given the growing recognition of their role in driving the economy. Again, this trend has been evident for some
time now.
For us, this threefold model of society has many important beneﬁts. It helps us to constructively analyse ﬂaws and
imperfections in society, and makes it easier to understand what, in Malaska’s view, the biggest social challenge of all was:
that of sustainable development, in other words, how to stop plundering Earth’s resources. The main focus of his intellectual
passion was to try to understand how sustainable development could happen in our society, and what it required. He
identiﬁed three kinds of challenges that stood in the way of sustainable development in our society.
The ﬁrst challenge is to repair our relationship with nature, to afford nature as a resource and an ecosystem that ultimately
supports human activities the value it deserves. If our relationship with nature is wrong – which in modern society it is –
then ultimately this will be rectiﬁed even if we do not do anything. However, in this case humans will no longer have any
place in the ecosystem; we will simply be ejected through various upheavals. Malaska’s work in the Club of Rome can of
course also be seen as an attempt to send a wake-up call to humankind and get people to reﬂect upon their relationship with
nature before it is too late. He thought this was largely a matter of understanding the role and signiﬁcance of the economy: it
was absolutely crucial to get rid of nature-destroying exploitative capitalism and to restore the role of the economy under
the ‘invisible hand’, as deﬁned by the 18th-century enlightenment and economic thinker Adam Smith. People needed to have
the opportunity to pursue their own personal economic interests, but only within the universal framework dictated by the
general interests of society. The work done in Malaska’s various research teams showed that only around half of current
economic growth was ‘sustainable’, while the other half was happening at the expense of the natural environment (Malaska,
Kaivo-Oja, & Luukkanen, 2001).
The second challenge is to give priority to the common development of humankind. In this respect, Malaska maintained,
there remained a yawning chasm between the ideal of sustainable development, international conventions and the
agreements aimed at governing this global system, on the one hand, and the practices of real economy on the other; they
rarely coincided beyond the rhetorical level. It is clear that we are still a long way away from the situation where concrete
economic measures and the necessities of proﬁt-making follow ethical principles grounded in sustainable development. This
would require changes in taxation and other basic structures in society, as well as the full-scale mobilisation of social capital
as part of humankind’s collective development. The work of the Club of Rome serves as an example of how this social capital
is channelled to meet humankind’s needs as it struggles to resolve the question of how and on what conditions human life
can continue in the world through to the end of the millennium.
The third challenge follows directly from the second one: it has to do with understanding human work and creativity as the
primary engines of development. How can this valuable human capital be put to the best possible use? Malaska felt that the
current transformation of work is particularly challenging, as well as being completely inevitable. The shift from society
based on industrial commodity production to the production of services – even though services do still involve some
commodity production – is the outcome of a longer-term development and in practice means changes to the content of work
and new needs, i.e. an expansion of the labour base.
The growth of services in industry is an integral part of a broader trend where work is changing with the ways in which it
is organised. As services continue to gain a more prominent role in the value chain of industrial production, a new kind of
organisation of work is evolving: this is inevitable because services cannot be organised in the same way as the production of
commodities. Moreover, Malaska was eager to point out that service business needs different kind of competence, which is
one of the reasons why service production is increasingly being outsourced. At the same time all future production, starting
from agriculture and industry, increasingly consists of service production in a global networked economy and its local hubs.
The service-orientated society has to be embedded on stronger idea of the basis of services. Let Malaska explain:It is important that in industry as well as in consumption that the beneﬁts of the principle ‘more from less’ could be
pointed out. Only this approach can be the source of sustainable wealth production in the future. As the productivity of
industries increase, the role of information services becomes more and more important, counted either from the value
produced by human labour or from the total net value of production. (Malaska, 1983)Malaska believed that the transition that now lies ahead will be an even greater upheaval than that from agriculture to
industrial production. This is because the organisation of production, changes in the value chain and the distribution of labour
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bound to be sudden and dramatic. The major shifts and changes we have seen in the past 20 years are just a foretaste of things to
come in the future. Even more than the fantastic opportunities opened up by digital technology, Malaska was interested in the
question of how technology could become more ‘natural’, how future technology could better serve the needs of humankind in
more ﬂexible, sustainable and resource-efﬁcient ways (Malaska, Kamppinen, & Wilenius, 2001).
6. In conclusion: about the future
In what was to be his last article, ‘On consciousness about the future and knowing about the future’, Pentti Malaska
deﬁnes futures research as follows:Knowledge about the future is insightful knowledge about contingent, intentional and non-factual phenomena. It is
not at variance with objective and other factual scientiﬁc knowledge that is relevant to research. However, for the
same reason the notion of knowledge in futures research is more general in nature than other scientiﬁc knowledge. In
the sense of generalised scientiﬁc knowledge, futures research is one scientiﬁc branch of knowledge. (Malaska, 2013)So what is it possible for us to know about future society? It is unlikely we can say anything detailed and speciﬁc with any
real certainty. However, we do stand a better chance if we have access to methods that can help us understand possible
futures as non-factual phenomena. Malaska tried to understand the development of future society from two speciﬁc
perspectives: ﬁrst, as recurring dynamic structures; and second, from the vantage point of different sectors and their
distinctive characteristics that are inclined to materialise in each historical context.
These premises do not yet provide us with any real forecasting apparatus, but they do provide some indication of the
general direction in which we are headed. In my own recent studies I have been working to forecast possible future scenarios
from the point of view of Kondratieff waves. This work is quite closely in line with what Pentti Malaska sought to do, i.e. to
open up a perspective on the future by drawing on historical data and the laws of social development, and by adding to the
equation the growing resource pressures that follow from the globalisation of the economy, population growth and
environmental pollution, which set the demand frame for the next wave (Wilenius & Kurki, 2012) thoughts and ideas do not
differ very much from each other in these respects, either.
As I mentioned earlier, Malaska took the view that everything in the world is reduced to consciousness. In his words, we
have now arrived at the ‘watershed of the future’, a point where the human capacity for reﬂection is true in the sense that we
not only know, but we can also know that we know. This presents us with an unforeseen challenge: we understand we are
responsible for leading a sustainable and valuable existence as part of the broader fabric that is life, and that a life of which
humans are part is richer and more valuable than life without humans.
Here is Malaska, speaking in 2010 in the opening speech for the Society of Futures Studies’ 30th annual conference,
deﬁning what the knowledge about the future is eventually:The future exists in our minds, in the images of our minds, in our expectations, wishes and opportunities we see
unfolding, as well as in our fears, threats and risks we see for ourselves or for future generations. In the present these
images – which are the future brought to the present – act as the motives on which our deeds and behaviour are based.
Moreover, they act as a spiritual reservoir for us to differentiate right from wrong, good from bad, beauty from ugliness
in our everyday life.This is the challenge that at once dictates the conditions for individual and social development. Being conscious means
accepting one’s responsibility. In the context of social activity, for instance, it means discontinuing activities that are destroying
the biosphere. Malaska worked for decades on research – I was involved in this work myself – that was aimed at presenting both
a quantitative and qualitative analysis of how the dematerialisation of the economy could be accelerated to the extent that the
overall burden from human activity on the natural environment could be reduced. This would obviously require a shift in
consumption in a less material direction, but it would also require a massive investment in new technology that is friendlier to
the environment. None of this can happen without a collective consciousness of the conditions of human activity.
This brings us back to the power of systemic thinking. Malaska was above all a systemic thinker, yet he never shied away
from the details. On the contrary, he used the details to create a more nuanced and in-depth picture. Whether it was climate
change, nuclear power, new information technology, chaos theory or cultural evolution, Malaska tackled all and many other
areas with his inimitable energy to try and uncover the ultimate structure of reality. He harboured a scholarly interest in
knowledge, but he also wanted to make a difference in society. Ever since the earliest days of the Club of Rome, perhaps even
earlier, it was clear to him from his own research work that humankind had indeed come to a crossroads. In that situation it is
not enough just to do research. It is also necessary to do something to make a difference.
Malaska’s social and social scientiﬁc thinking was thus ultimately related to the question of social change. In order to bring
about that change, it was not enough just to announce one’s pious wishes, but it also required research and concrete actions,
social activism: taking positions and challenging prevailing ways of thinking, even at the risk of being ridiculed and criticised.
He saw his own role as a researcher and professor as that of a servant: he was there to serve the people who represented
society. His job was to assess the soundness of social and economic decision-making from the point of view of society’s
interests as a whole. He shunned elitism in all its forms.
M. Wilenius / Futures 61 (2014) 58–6766It is appropriate to conclude with one of Pentti Malaska’s aphorisms:According to Voltaire the optimist believes that we livein the best possible world,and the pessimist fears that this is trueThe optimist’s faithand the pessimist’s fearthey must be called into question,otherwise we have already had our last chanceIn Pentti Malaska there lived a social thinker on a mission. We would not be complete with our exploration into his
thinking without adding a poem, since that was another way he expressed himself. Here is his poem, presented at the 40th
annual conference of the Club of Rome that was held in the Italian capital in 2008:‘Time Becoming Reality’Time ﬂowsto the Presentfrom two directions:from the Pastand from the Future.From the Pastas our deeds accomplished,results materialised, andFrom the Futureas our aims and visions,ideas of hopeor despair,objectives targeted and committed to.At the Presentthe streams of Timeare moulded together, andthey cannot escapefrom becoming reality.Men and Women,all the same everywhere!But their Pasts and Futures are different,create diverse realities at the Present— a Precious Gift to Humanity —but why is it so strange to face,and so difﬁcult to tolerate?References
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